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Before I suggested this title for my talk, I asked myself whether there is, indeed, a

place in the light for Auger Spectrometry at synchrotron radiation sources in general and

the sources of the high brilliance genre in particular. Yes, there is, and I will elaborate on

this a little later using examples from recent work at various synchrotron sources around the

world, including samples of our own work at the Synchrotron Radiation Center in Stoughton,

Wisconsin, just north of here. But before doing so, let me explain why one could raise

doubts about the utility of a match between Auger spectrometry and synchrotron radiation.

As with the other two spectrometries in the tr/ad of photoelectron -, Auger electron -

and x-ray emission spectrometries, the capability of a continuous energy variation of the

excitation source is not of prime importance, whether we use photons, electrons, protons,

or a nuclear conversion process for inducing a spectrum which is characteristic of the atomic,

molecular or solid-state species under investigation. The main requirement is an energy

which is greater than the binding energy of the inner subsheU deemed suitable for creating

the desired emission spectnan. The energy width of the incoming beam of photons, or

particles, is rather immaterial except in the ease of photoelectron spectrometry. Under such

mild conditions, Auger spectrometry has served us well, and continues to do so, whether we

are studying the fundamental properties of inner-sheUprocesses or using Auger spectra for

analytical, practical purposes in a tremendous variety of technological applications. An

important caveat must be added, however. The inner-shell hole must be created fast enough

that we can separate excitation and deexcitation processes: fh-'ststep, emission of the inner-

sheU electron, second step, a quasistationary excited state, third step, decay of this state.

Only then will we have (a) a photoelectron spectrometry - or an electron-energy-loss

spectrometry in case of electron bombardment - (b) an Auger spectrometry and (c) an x-ray
t

spectrometry, each with its clean, characteristic spectral features. These features are now

documented rather well over much of the shall structure of the elements in the periodic M,ASTER
table and, as a result, are used extensively. Nevertheless, a number of gaps do still remain,

as I pointed out at the 1990 Workshop at Argonne when I offered my "Thoughts on Future
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ESSR Studies of Inner Core Levels"[1]. The gaps occur mainly at higher energies, in the 1

and 10 keV ranges as for the K shells of Z=30 to 60 elements and the L shells for Z-30

to 100 elements. As a result, a high-energy photon source such as the APS could be

profitably used to provide the missing spectral information. I will show by way of an Auger

spectrum occurring in the 10 keY range what might be expected.

In Fig. 1 1 present the K-LL Auger spectrum of Kr,which was measured by Decman

and Stoeffli in a skillful experiment using a # spectrometer for the velocity analysis of

electrons created as a consequence of a nuclear conversion process, namely the decay of

isomeric Kr - 83m[2]. Remarkably, the study was done in the gas phase and, hence, is

devoid of the problems that have plagued similar experiments carried out in the past with

solid targets. The spectrum of Fig. 1 illustrates several points of interest in the context of

the present workshop. First, since a high-quality spectrum could be obtained under the

difficult conditions of a nuclear conversion process, then a high brightness photon source

should allow us to make facile measurements of K and L Auger spectra at high energies for

many heavier elements in the isolated atomic state, ttowever, the great energies of the

emitted electrons call for magnetic-field dispersion as the preferred method of analysis. As

a consequence, a potentially large spectrometer must be matched to a beamline at a

synchrotron radiation source. Second, the spectrum invites a discussion of the resolution

requirements for the "ultimate" Auger spectrum of the kind shown in Fig. 1. Evidently, only

the resolution of the spectrometer enters into the picture, and this resolution expressed in

AE(FWHM) need not be much better than the natural width of the Auger lines, which in

turn are given by the natural widths of the levels involved in the transitions[3]. For Kr, the

KLtI..tline width is 11.3 eV and the _ width is 5.2 eV[3]. With a resolution of 5.5 eV

for the electron spectrometer, the spectrum of Fig. 1 reveals in the greatest detail poss_le

all features present: the nine normal Auger lines predicted in intermediate coupling and the

satellite structures associated with shake processes in various shells, the relative intensities

and the widths of the normal fines following an appropriate fitting procedure. Third, in

order to isolate the pure normal Auger spectrum the Auger electrons would have to be

placed in coincidence with the Kr ls photoelectron, which would be an unambiguous signal

for the creation of a K shell vacancy in the absence of any other excitations. This selection

will best be done with synchrotron radiation; in fact, a Kr ls photoelectron spectrum

produced by photons of 15.2 keV energy[4], has already demonstrated that the tools are in
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hand to carry out a coincidence experiment in the future. Fourth, the Kr ls photoelectron

spectrum was shown to be identical with the Kr-83m conversion electron spectrum, which

is complementary to the Kr-83m K Auger spectrum. This has provided direct experimental

evidence that the sudden approximation (shake model) is valid in either case of excitation[4],

as inferred elsewhere in studies of a less specific nature[S]. The discussion of the krypton

K Auger spectrum would not be complete without mentioning the progress that has recently

occurred in the use of solid target samples and electrostatic spectrometers for the analysis

of energetic electrons. Kovalik et al[6] have succeeded to record an excellent K Auger

spectrum with an electrostatic instrument at high resolution (6.5 eV FWHM) and with a low

background from a thin sample of the Rb-83 isotope.

As I already implied at the beginning, standard Auger electron spectrometry does not

depend on synchrotron radiation. However, it can greatly benefit fi'om this variable photon

energy source as it allows us, whether we use the Auger effect as a research tool or an

analytical tool, to select the Auger line group that is the most suitable for a specific purpose

or optimize the Auger electron signal by setting the photon excitation energy appropriately.

Most significantly, a continuously tunable photon source becomes indispensable when

we are interested in threshold phenomena. These phenomena comprise the resonant

Raman effect as discussed in the previous talk by T. Aberg and resonance excitations below

an inner-shell ionization threshold as well as the post-collision interactions[7] above

threshold, in which the Auger elec,:on exchanges energy with the slow outgoing

photoelectron. Most of these threshold phenomena reflect complex many-electron and

many-channel interactions which can be fully delineated only at a synchrotron radiation

source. With respect to appliecl uses, the resulting Auger spectra are ill-suited, as they will

have lost the ideal peak characteristics that are so desirable for any spectroscopy. There

is, however, one exception: the so-called resonance Auger spectrum. It arises from the

excitation of an inner electron to an outer orbital which is either completely or partially

empty. An example may be the excitation of a ls electron in the oxygen atom to the

partially filled 2p subshell. The resonance Auger spectra display a completely different

character from the normal Auger spectra arising from the ionization of an inner-shell

electron. This holds true for both atoms and molecules, whether free or condensed.

Because of its unique pattern and the requirement of a specific excitation energy, a

resonance Auger spectrum will generally provide a more definitive analysis of a sample than
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that afforded by the normal Auger spectrum. As a result, we can speak of the development

of a new branch of Auger spectrometry, which is based at synchrotron radiation sources.

Let's jump from the high energies of the krypton spectrum to the low energies of the

atomic and molecular oxygen spectra, skipping in the process the intermediate energies of,

for example, the argon K Auger spectrum because many aspects of the radiationlcss

processes in this element are being discussed by others at this workshop, especially by T.

LcBrun and by S. Southworth. Oxygen offers an attractive opportunity to study the simplest

type of an Auger spectrum, the K-LL spectrum, in an open-shell configuration. Photons of

energies greater than the K shell ionization energies near 550 eV arc advantageously derived

from a storage ring, because few intense characteristic x-ray sources are available in the

energy range 500 <_hv g 1100 eV. Photoionization creates a 0+[ls]4P, 21:)doublet from the

3p ground state of the atom as shown in Fig. 2[8]. These two states, 4.9 eV apart, give rise

to two K Auger series instead of a simple series in a closed shell atom: the [ls]4P series

consisting of 6 lines and the [ls] 2p series consisting, in principle, of 9 lines. The observed

spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3 showing most of the allowed transitions and their

arrangement into three groups, ls-2p2p, ls-2s2p, and ls-2s2s. In spite of the complexity of

the O K Auger spectrum, agreement between experiment[8] and theory[9] regarding both

the energies and intensities is now excellent. Initially, the agreement was only fair[8], but

in contrast to the case of neon, in which it took more than 10 years in the 1960's and 1970's

to establish good agreement, the fine accord for this more difficult case of oxygen was

reached in a year's time. The realpi_ce de resistance for synchrotron-radiation-based Auger

spectrometry is of course the resonance Auger spectrum, which follows the initial excitation

of the O ls electron to the partially filled 2p subshell. This excitation requires an energy of

527 eV, and the resulting decay spectrum will appear in the 475 to 515 cV range of electron

kinetic energies, with the entire spectrum shifted to slightly higher energies with respect to

the normal Auger spectrum due to the presence of an additional 2p electron. The

resonance spectrum[10] is shown in Fig. 4.

Disengaging the excitation and de-excitation process, seven resonance lines are

predicted in the LS coupling schemes for the deacy of the O*lst2s22pS(3P) resonance state,

namely: O+ls22sZ2p3(2D,ZP); O+ls22st2p4(_p,2D,_S,_P); and O+lsZ2s°2pS(2P). All 7 lines are

observed. A singly charged ion with an electron removed from either the 2p or the 2s

subshell is created; this is equivalent to direct photoionization in the 2s and 2p subsheUs.
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However, there are several distinct differences, as illustrated in Fig. 4, where a photoelectron

spectrum recorded at hv = 212 eV is compared with the resonance Auger spectrum. In the

PES transitions, which are ruled by the dipole process, the O.ls22s22p3(_P,_D,4S) and

O+ls_2sl2p((_P,(P) final ionic states are created. Hence, the 2s_2pS(_P)and 2st2p((_3,_D)

lines are not seen in the PE spectrum, or only faintly as so-called satellite peaks. On the

other hand, the 2s22p_((S) line, which is forbidden in the resonance process, cannot be

discerned in that spectrum. This implies that at 527 eV, corresponding to ls -" 2p

excitation, the resonance process is by far the dominant one. Although the comparison is

made at greatly different photon energies, the conclusions drawn from the comparison

spectra of Fig. 4 would essentially be the same ff a PE spectrum were recorded closer to the

resonance, e.g. at hv =480 eV. According to our most recent work[ll], the branching ratios

for 2s and for 2p ionization are virtually constant with photon energy, but the partial cross

section for 2s photoionization would increase relative to that for 2p ionization. As discussed

elsewhere[10], the intermediate O'lsl2s22pS(3P) state is aligned, which causes anisotropie

emission of the resonance Auger electron with the Auger B-parameter assuming extreme

values of + 1.0 and -0.9. While a discrepancy between the measured values and the

theoretical values derived from simple models was observed[10], excellent agreement was

noted between experiment and the most recent theory[9] for the energies and relative

intensities (Auger spectral distribution). The latter is depicted in the bar diagram of Fig. 5.

This figure makes another interesting correlation between related data: the resonance Auger

spectrum of O and the shakeoff Auger spectrum of neon. In both cases an F-like

intermediate state with the same electron configuration, ls12s22pS(3P),is produced. Became

the only difference is the nuclear charge, Z=8 for O and Z= 10 for Ne, which has a minor

effect on the radiationless decay, the decay patterns should be essentially identical. This is,

in fact, the ease as seen in Fig. 5.

It is instructive to view the molecular oxygen Auger spectra, both normal and

resonant, alongside the corresponding atomic spectra. Figure 3 makes a comparison for the

normal Auger spectra. The O2spectrum is well known and has been recorded under various

excitation conditions by electrons and characteristic x rays, 1.2 and 1.5 keV. What is

remarkable with the spectrum of Fig. 3 is that this spectrum obtained for the first time at

a synchrotron radiation source - in this case a second-generation source - approaches the
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quality of the most recent high-resolution measurements[ 12] in which conventional excitation

sources were used. A resolution of 0.5 eV for the electron spectrometer sufficed in the

experiment of ReL 8, because the presence of vibrational modes will broaden the lines

beyond the natural line widths. This stands in contrast to the atomic case, shown in Fig. 3,

where a resolution of about 0.15 eV would be required to match the estimated natural

widths. While the normal molecular oxygen K Auger spectrum obtained at hv = 590 eV

represents a nice showcase for a synchrotron radiation source and the monochromator

coupled to it, the real power of this source is demonstrated in the K threshold region where

distinctive decay spectra, or resonance Auger spectra, arise from the excitation of a K

electron to various partially filled or empty orbitals of the molecule. An impression of the

great variety of the decay spectra can be gained by viewing Fig. 6: the patterns change from

the relatively simple resonance spectrum, which derives from the Tr"resonance (A), via the

rather complex spectra, which derive from the a* resonance (B) and various Rydberg states

(C), to the nearly regular Auger spectrum (D) somewhat above the K ionization thresholds,

4r."and 2_-. Peculiar peaks, labelled A in the 540 eV spectrum, appear in the tr" decay

spectrum. These peaks could be correlated with atomic peaks by a direct comparison of the

pure atomic resonance spectrum (Fig. 4) with the tr" molecular spectrum in one and the

same experiment[13]. Evidently, the dissociation of the a" resonance proceeds along such

a steep, repulsive potential surface curve, that the Auger transition in the K-shell-excited

molecule competes with the dissociation on a femtoseeond scale, taking place at a sufficiently

large internuclear distance in the quasi-free atomic fragment O'ls_2s22ps. This interpretation

is corroborated by a recent experiment[14], which although carried out with an improved

bandpass of the incoming radiation could not be properly explained by these authors in the

absence of an atomic reference spectrum. To make the point, we fitted our atomic

spectrum to the 539.7 eV spectrum of Ref. 14 by normalization to the peak 11 following an

energy shift of the spectrum[14] to the proper reference energy given in Ref. 11. As seen

in Fig. 7, this approach accounts for the extra peaks, e.g. Nos. 6 to 9 and 11, even better for

the spectrum measured by Neeb et a1114]than for that by Schaphorst et a1113]. The reason

for this is due to the preferred excitation of the a" state at a bandwidth of 0.5 eV over that

at a bandwidth of 2.6 eV, which encompasses many Rydberg states to be associated with

molecular Auger patterns. The decomposition of the respective spectra into a molecular and

an atomic part each shows that the broad band excitation results in a 9% atomic branch and
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the narrow band excitation into an atomic branch amounting to about 25% according to our
estimate.

Atomic features in molecular excitations to the repulsive a"state are not uncommon

and have been observed in hydrogen halides[15-17] when upon fast dissociation the light H

atom is far removed from the inner-shell excited halogen atom at the time of the Auger

decay. The atomic contribution may then be quite pronounced. A particular good example

is the decay spectrum arising from the Br 3d -* a" excitation in HBr. As shown in Fig. 8,

the peaks A1 through A4 are atomic in nature and strong compared with the molecular

peaks M1, M2 and 4pa[17]. The interpretation of the dual decay mode in HBr is underlined

by the corresponding spectrum of DBr, also shown in Fig. 8. In the latter spectrum, the

atomic proportion is diminished because the heavier D atom has not moved as far away

from the Br" as has the lighter H atom in the time period of the Auger decay.

As the last topic of this presentation, I would like to discuss coherence effects

between different inner-shell vacancy states by way of some very recent work done at

Daresbury by a Dutch group[18,19]. Manifestations of coherence are frequent in atomic and

molecular processes - and on the practical side coherence is of essence for the power of the

new third-generation synchrotron radiation sources - but the effects of coherence between

an Auger electron and a photoelectron have not been examined until now. If the two

electrons have the same energy, coherence is likely and the resulting interference may lead

to energy shifts, asymmetric peaks, and intensity patterns ranging from an enhancement by

a factor of 4, since it is the amplitudes that add up, to a complete cancellation. Subtle

evidence for coherence between widely spaced atomic states is presented in Fig. 9118].

Here, the photoelectron, which is ejected from the 2s subshell of Ar and has an energy Epk

and t = 1, is imparted the same energy as that of the Auger electron from the 2paa subshell

with the energy E^ and t--1,3 (for the final 3p4(tD2)state). In the top panel of Fig. 9, the

photoelectron energy, Eph,is slightly less than the Auger energy, E^, and an "ordinary"

photoline is observed at the expected energy. However, once Evh equals E^, the peak

becomes asymmetric and does no longer appear at the correct energy. This is demonstrated

in Fig. 9, panels (b) and (c), where the "ordinary" peak profile, applicable to Fig. 9a, does

not fit the interference curve of Fig. b in either position or shape. However, a profile which

takes into account interference between the two channels results in a good fit as seen in Fig.
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9c. It must be emphasized that for interference to occur, the final state reached by two

different excitation paths must be identical.

T1aeexamples given in my presentation represent only a small selection of results that

have been obtained with the aid of synchrotron radiation. All of the studies done so far

could greatly benefit from the higher brilliance offered by the new third-generation sources;

furthermore, many of the pioneering studies will require high-brilliance for thorough scrutiny,

and novel studies which are doubtless being envisioned will require a high brilliance.

This account of the workshop talk is supported by The Division of Chemical Sciences,

Office of Basic Energy Sciences, US Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-

84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
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manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
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FigureCaptiom

Fig. 1 Krypton K-LL Auger spectrum measured with a fl-spectrometer having a

resolution of 5.5 eV (FWHM); from Ref[2].

Fig. 2 K-shell photoelectron spectrum of atomic oxygen; from Ref. [8].

Fig. 3 K Auger spectra of atomic (upper panel) and molecular (lower panel) oxygen

recorded with a resolution of 0.5 eV (FW) in electron energy at the

Wisconsin Synchrotron Center; from Ref[8].

Fig. 4 Resonance Auger spectrum of the O atom arising from ls -. 2p excitation at

527 eV and the photoelectron spectrum recorded off resonance at 212 eV and

energy-shifted into the position of the resonance spectrum; from Refill].

Hg. 5 Comparison of the branching ratios for the decay of the ls12s22pS(3P)

electronic configuration in neon and oxygen. Comparison extends to both

theory and experiment; from Ref[11].

Fig. 6 Radiationless decay patterns for various X=shell excitations of the 02 molecule;

note the shifts of the molecular peaks with excitation energy, or with

screening, and the appearance of extra peaks (A) in the o" decay; from

Ref[13].

Fig. 7 Comparison of the decay spectra in the region of the o" resonance excited by

a broad (panel (a)) and a narrow (panel (c)) bandwidth source. Panel (b)

from Ref[13] and panel (c) transposed from Ref[14] decompose the observed

spectra into atomic and molecular branches.

Fig. 8 Resonance Auge.r spectra of HBr and DBr associated with Br 3d -- o"

excitations. The peaks A1 to A4 have an atomic origin; from Ref[17].

Fig. 9 Manifestations of coherence between a 2s photoelectron and a 2p_2 Auger

electron of equal energies. In (a) the energies are slightly different, in (b) apd

(c) they are equal. Solid lines represent profiles calculated without

interference effects, (a) and (b); and with interference included, (c). From

Ref[19].
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